It is necessary for pantographs of Japanese high-speed trains to satisfy both low noise characteristics and insensitive lift force characteristics toward the variation in wind direction and in the shape of pantograph head due to wear. Taking particular note of the profile of the pantograph head, streamline-wise profile generally leads to low noise but sensitive lift force characteristics, and rectangular profile leads to less sensitive lift force characteristics but generates larger noise. It is therefore difficult to achieve the two characteristics at the same time in a passive way. The authors propose a solution for this trade-off by applying the pantograph equipped with smoothed profile pantograph head, which gives better performance in terms of aerodynamic noise, and actuator to actively control the lift force. One of the most difficult problem to employ active control techniques on a pantograph is the measurement of its lift force. This paper proposes a method for lift coefficient estimation with realistic measurement points. The basic idea of this method is measurement of the surface pressure on the pantograph head with the use of static holes. By applying LASSO regression which is known as one of the sparse modelling technique, only 5 static holes enables to estimate the lift force with sufficient accuracy just as the lift force estimated by using 34 static holes data. This means that the proposed method allows us to materialize a simpler measurement system.
(a) New pantograph head (b) 3mm worn pantograph head (c) 6mm worn pantograph head Fig. 3 Cross sections of the smoothed profile pantograph heads with different wear conditions on the sliding surface. At the position of 100mm, 200mm and 300mm in the transversal direction of the head, 16 holes in their circumference and they are tagged as from p1 to p16. At the center, there are 14 holes avoiding the position of the holes "p11" and "p13" which is located at the exit of the pressure tubes and at the pantograph head support. In this paper, the static holes from p4 to p10 are also avoided to use because they are on the sliding surface of the contact strip which is worn out as the pantograph travel.
Case 2 は同定用データとして選択した条件を内挿するように検証用データの条件が対応しており， Case 3 は，同 定用データとして選択した条件の外挿となるように検証用データの条件が対応している．つまり，同定用のデー Table 1 Test data classification for case 1. The data are classified into two groups whose data are intended to identification of regression coefficient (referred as ID) and verification of the regression model using the identified coefficient (referred as V).
Angle of attack (degree) Table 2 Classification of the test data into the data intended to identification of regression coefficient (referred as ID) and the data intended to verification of the regression model using the identified coefficient (referred as V). p1  p2  p3  p4  p5  p6  p7  p8  p9  p10  p11  p12  p13  p14  p15  p16  -3  - 
